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mination of the colour-scheme of the goldfish that devour them*
For a time it was a hand-barrow with creaking wheels that
brought the special water from a spring far beyond the city walls
until Mrs. X, learning from Yang Wen Tsung the hardship that
its transport entailed upon his long-deceased brother-in-law,
bought a small mule and cart. Every morning and evening
there arrives a load of water from the municipal tap in the next
street, the cart and mule being employed between times in the
lucrative trade of transporting merchandise in the vicinity of the
railway station, which accounts for the perspiration of man and
beast,
When from time to time Yang Wen Tsung kneels before the
ancestral tablets of his family he calls the gods to witness that he
is obeying the injunctions of his revered parent and as a dutiful
son is keeping the family united.
The spring in Peking was very pleasant though now and again
dust storms swept down upon us. One occasion in particular—
my first experience—stands out clear and definite. All day the
sky had been overcast and there was a feeling of thunder in the
air. In the afternoon the gloom increased and the great buildings
of Peking loomed dark and shadowy against the copper sky.
Their detail and their colour were lost. Even the yellow roofs of
the Forbidden City were dull and brown and the red walls of the
immense gateways had turned to a dreary purple. Only the
trees showed colour, the long rows of young acacias, gay with fresh
leaves and still fresher blossom, that line the streets and they
stood out a vivid piercing green—the green that one sees in the
old Chinese landscapes—against the sombre background.
Little gusts of wind, intermittent, seeming to come from nowhere
and to go nowhere, twisting and turning in pillars of air and
dust, circled down the streets, to cease as suddenly as they began.
What wonder if the people covered their months and their
nostrils and turned away from the passing of these evil spirits,
these dancing demons at play. Traffic lessened, for no one who
could keep to the shelter of his home ventured out on such an
afternoon, for the air was full of evil things, dust and smells and
these strange eddies of wind, now hot now cold, that struck one
like the breath of prowling beasts. Only the noisy electric
tramway rattled over its track in the few wide streets and the
ricksha coolies, with bent heads and fast pattering feet, hurried
their fares to their destinations.
Yet in spite of dust and discomfort Peking is beautiful on days

